
FIVE DEFENSIVE STANDARDS 

1) COMMUNICATE 

-We must call out things like: help right, help left, ball, shot, and your teammates  

  names. 

-The more we communicate the better we can be 

2) BALL PRESSURE 

- If you are guarding the ball, you must pressure the ball so to make the offensive 

  player uncomfortable (TOUCH THE BALL!). 

 -Try and make the offensive player so uncomfortable that they turn their back to 

           you or turn the ball over.  

3) CONTEST ALL SHOTS 

-We must not give up uncontested lay-ups or jump shots. 

-We will do this by protecting the paint, pressuring the ball, and having high hands 

  on shooters.  NO LAY-UPS! 

4) PLAY EVERY POSSESION LIKE IT IS OUR LAST  

 -We must treat every defensive possession like it is the last time we will step on 

           the court. 

 -Playing great defense is about out working and out smarting your opponent. 

5)  BOARDS:  HIT FIRST! 

 -We must be the first to make contact when shots are taken 

 -We will do this by calling out shot, finding a man, making contact with them, and 

           going after the rebound. 

 -Rebounding is about wanting to get the ball more than the other guy.   

 

 

 

 

 



FIVE OFFENSIVE STANDARDS 

 

PLAY TOGETHER: 

Mission:  

*We want our opponent to have problems scouting us because they know that we play as a team and we have 5 

  players on the court who are a threat.   

*5 players working as 1 to put the ball in the hoop! 

COMMUNICATE: 

Mission: 

*We must communicate at all times throughout the game and offense is no different.   

*Everyone needs to know the game plan. 

*Communication: being prepared to win!   

ATTACK: 

Mission:   

*Get a GREAT shot on every possession (Whether it is 3 seconds into a possession or 40)! 

*Whether it is coming off of the rim or out of the net, we are attacking and getting the ball down the floor as 

  quickly as possible to put pressure on the defense.   

*Push the ball hard and if we don’t have a great look right away, run the offense until we get one.    

*Attack the rim when a shot goes up so that we can create second shot opportunities (only pg stays back).   

GET TO THE FREE THROW LINE: 

Mission: 

*Attack the basket-paint 

*We need to get to the free throw line and be able to convert in any type of environment.   

VALUE THE BALL: 

Mission: 

*The worst thing that you can do offensively is turn the ball over, because you don’t have a 

  chance for a shot, an offensive rebound, or to get to the FT line.   

*We need to be tough with the ball in order to work for a great shot.  

 

 

 

 Courtesy of WBBA 

 



 

 

 


